
LONDON: Bitcoin hit a record-high near $45,000
yesterday after Elon Musk’s electric carmaker Tesla
invested $1.5 billion in the digital currency. 

Bitcoin hit $44,795.20 around 1325 GMT, before
cooling slightly to $44,207.95. The cryptocurrency is
up by around 50 percent since the start of the year.
“This is probably one of the biggest developments
for the cryptocurrency industry,” noted Fawad
Razaqzada, analyst at ThinkMarkets.

“Tesla is going to be a major player in the auto
industry and if it starts accepting bitcoin as a form
of payment, it will give the digital currency further
legitimacy.”

Tesla’s announcement, in a US Securities and
Exchange Commission document, is a sign of confi-
dence in the cryptocurrency that regulators are con-
cerned could be used for illegal transactions. “As
more and more companies start accepting bitcoin,
this will only lead to further increases in demand in a
market which is limited in supply,” Razaqzada added.
“Therefore, the long-term outlook on bitcoin remains
bullish even if it is starting to look quite expensive in
fiat currency terms.”

Tesla’s move comes after CEO Musk last week
changed his Twitter bio to read simply “#bitcoin”.

Just 12 years old, bitcoin has seen a meteoric rise
since March, when it stood at $5,000, spurred by
online payments giant PayPal saying it would enable
account holders to use cryptocurrency.

A number of central banks have responded to the
rise of cryptocurrencies and the dwindling global use
of cash by announcing plans for bank-backed digital
units. Unregulated by any central bank, bitcoin
emerged as an attractive option for investors with an
appetite for the exotic-although criminals have also
picked up on its under-the-radar appeal.

Debate has raged over the status of the digital
asset, launched in late 2008, as to whether it should
be seen as a form of money, an asset or a commodity.
After the unit-worth a handful of cents in late 2008
— surpassed $1,000 for the first time in 2013, it
increasingly began to attract the attention of financial
institutions and has experienced wild price swings.

Tesla’s move is “the kind of backing that can take
bitcoin through $50,000”, remarked Neil Wilson,
chief market analyst at Markets.com. It nonetheless
raises “questions for fund managers who may not
want to invest in a company with this kind of risk on
its balance sheet-we know bitcoin is very volatile”,
he added. —AFP
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This file shows bitcoin medals. Tesla has invested $1.5 billion in bitcoin, a decision that came just days after the
electric carmaker’s CEO Elon Musk changed his Twitter bio to simply read “#bitcoin.”  — AFP

KUWAIT: The Central Bank of Kuwait
(CBK) is marking the 60th anniversary
of the Independence and the 30th
anniversary of the Liberation of the
State of Kuwait, as well as the 60th
anniversary of the issue
and circulation of the
Kuwait national currency,
the Kuwaiti dinar, by issu-
ing three commemorative
coins on these occasions,
stated CBK Governor Dr
Mohammad Y Al-Hashel.

In a press statement
on this  occasion, the
governor noted it is cus-
tomary for the CBK to
mark important occa-
sions and landmarks in
Kuwait ’s  development
with such commemora-
tive issues. These issues, he added, are
the Bank’s contr ibution to these
national celebrations.

The first two coins marking the inde-
pendence and liberation anniversaries
stress the State of Kuwait’s sovereignty
and underline the spirit of solidarity the
Kuwaiti people always exhibit; a spirit
of which we are reminded by such

occasions and one that shall take our
nation forward still, he said. On the
third occasion, the 60th anniversary of
the issuance of the Kuwaiti Dinar, Dr.
Al-Hashel remarked the Bank is keep-

ing to the same path it had
adopted for the last three
decades which aims at bol-
stering and safeguarding
the strength and stability
of the national currency.
This feat is achieved
through an exchange poli-
cy that pegs the Dinar to a
weighted basket of the
currencies of the State of
Kuwait’s key trade and
economic partners. This
fixed element of CBK’s
prudent monetary policy,
he stressed, bolsters mon-

etary stability, which in turn supports
economic stability.

The CBK Governor pointed out the
three commemorative coins were
designed to clearly evoke these patriot-
ic occasions and are gold-plated pure
silver minted according to international
standards. Those wishing to purchase
any of the coins may do so from CBK

Banking Hall and may book an appoint-
ment to visit the Bank through the
“meta” application.

In conclusion, Dr Al-Hashel

expressed CBK’s pride in such issues
that mark occasions that are close to
the hearts of all Kuwaitis and important
landmarks in our nation’s progress.

Brent oil hits 
year-high 
above $60
LONDON:  The benchmark oil con-
tract Brent North Sea rose above $60
per barrel yesterday to hit the highest
level since the coronavirus pandemic
began to spread globally almost a year
ago. Oil prices have recovered owing
to OPEC and its allies cutting produc-
tion after the coronavirus pandemic
slashed demand, according to analysts.

“It is worth reminding oneself that
OPEC+ is the single most important
reason for why the oil price reached
$60” on Monday, noted Bjarne
Schieldrop, chief commodities analyst
at SEB Research. 

“It is because of large cuts by
OPEC+... since May,” he added. Crude
and other assets are winning support
also from the prospect of a $1.9-tril-
lion US stimulus package. European
and Asian stock markets also climbed
Monday, while the dollar rose against
its main rivals.

Adding to the upbeat mood is data
showing new COVID infection rates,
with last week seeing the lowest level
since October, while governments
begin to get to grips with inoculation
programs. Brent crude hit $60.27 per
barrel yesterday, the first time it has
exceeded $60 since February 2020.

After lockdowns began to spread in
March, oil prices dropped off a cliff,
with US oil contract WTI even briefly
turning negative. And despite produc-
tion cuts, oil supplies remain high.

“Global oil demand is still hurt bad-
ly by the global pandemic,” added
Schieldrop.

Recovery in part relies on US law-
makers approving President Joe
Biden’s huge stimulus package that
should help the jobs market. Figures
last week showed the US economy
created less than half the number of
jobs expected last month, which ana-
lysts said reinforced the need for a
new, big spending bil l . Treasury
Secretary Janet Yellen on Sunday
warned that the US job market was
“stalling” and might not recover for
years without support.

But she told CNN that if the spend-
ing package was passed, “we would
get back to ful l  employment next
year”. Despite the weak jobs reading,
all three main indices on Wall Street
ended on a positive note Friday, with
the Nasdaq and S&P 500 clocking up
new records.

“Markets are continuing last week’s
bullish momentum, with Friday’s jobs
report providing a fresh reminder of
the need to push a major stimulus
package across the line,” said Joshua
Mahony, senior market analyst at IG
trading group. —AFP
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TOKYO: SoftBank Group said net profit
rocketed to $11.1 billion in the third quar-
ter, as CEO Masayoshi Son taunted crit-
ics and dubbed his Vision Fund a “goose
that produces golden eggs.”

The telecoms firm turned tech invest-
ment behemoth said net profit for
October-December hit 1,171.9 billion yen
($11 billion), more than 21 times higher
than the 55 billion yen ($500 million)
reported a year earlier. Despite the
results, it said it would not provide a
forecast “due to numerous uncertainties
affecting earnings”.

But the economic crisis that has
accompanied the coronavirus pandemic
has worked largely in SoftBank’s favor,
with rallies in tech stocks it owns and ris-
ing valuations for firms in its portfolio
suited to the era, including food delivery.

SoftBank reported a nearly $9 billion
net loss in the previous full fiscal year,
but has quickly returned to the black.
Founder Son, who has battled critics of
his commitment to sometimes-troubled
start-ups, came out swinging at a pres-
entation of the firm’s results.

“Just a year ago, a lot of mass media
criticized the Vision Fund as a fund
which is wrong and not functioning, only
laying rotten eggs, but I believed in it,”
he said at an earnings presentation. “I
want to say once again SoftBank is a
producer. It’s a producer of golden
eggs.” “Since the Vision Fund began, the
number of eggs has increased at an

accelerated pace... And it is finally enter-
ing a harvest period.” 

Asset sale program
SoftBank has stakes in some of Silicon

Valley’s hottest start-ups through its
$100 billion Vision Fund. In a statement,
the firm said the fund soared thanks to “a
rebound in the public equity markets”
and rising values of portfolio companies.

“Businesses in sectors such as e-
commerce, entertainment, healthcare,
education, food delivery, and the future
of work have benefited from the accel-
erated adoption of digital services” dur-
ing the pandemic, the firm said.
“Conversely, companies in sectors such
as travel and hospitality are recovering
at a slower pace.”

Son has consistently backed the firm’s
worth, insisting its stock has been under-
valued and its fundamentals remain
strong. Masahiko Ishino, an analyst at
Tokai Tokyo Research Institute, said
SoftBank had benefited from soaring
stock markets buoyed by government
stimulus to tackle the economic crisis.

The firm and its SoftBank Vision Fund
“took full advantage of monetary eas-
ing”, he told AFP before the results were
released. The value of the Fund’s stake in
US food delivery app DoorDash also
rose massively following its initial public
offering in December.

SoftBank has invested heavily in tech-
based start-ups including ride-hailing

platforms in recent years, from
California-based Uber to Didi Chuxing in
China, Singapore’s Grab and India’s Ola.

Last month, SoftBank Group
announced the sale of $2 billion-worth of
stocks in Uber following a surge in the
US ride-hailing giant’s value, though it
still remains the firm’s main shareholder.

Market rout risks 
SoftBank has launched an aggressive

plan to sell up assets to finance a stock
buy-back and reduce its debt, raised
around 5.6 trillion yen so far. In
December it sold an 80 percent stake in
robotics firm Boston Dynamics to
Hyundai in a deal that values the US
company at $1.1 billion.

And in September, it announced an
agreement to sell British chip designer
Arm to US firm NVIDIA for up to $40
billion, potentially creating a new giant in
the industry.

If approved, the deal will be one of
the largest acquisitions in the world this
year and propel NVIDIA to the forefront
of the semiconductor sector. But the sale
faces challenges-including securing
approval from regulators in Britain,
Europe, the United States and China.

Paired with the recent recovery in
tech stocks, SoftBank’s asset-sale strate-
gy appears to be paying off, but analysts
warned the firm may need more risk-
management and to keep reviewing its
portfolio. — AFP

TOKYO: A pedestrian walks past a shop of SoftBank Group along a street in Tokyo yes-
terday ahead of the company’s earnings reports expected after the markets close later
in the day. — AFP
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